XISTential wanderings: The role of XIST RNA in X-chromosome inactivation
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Research during the past decade has led to the discovery of an interesting class of non-coding RNAs. Unlike rRNA, tRNA, cRNA and snRNAs, these novel noncoding RNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II as are protein-encoding genes, but lack significant ORFs. Examples include the H19 gene, which is imprinted in mammals, rox1, which is involved in the dosage compensation pathway in Drosophila, and the XIST locus, which is involved in mammalian X chromosome inactivation.

X chromosome inactivation

Dosage compensation is a mechanism developed in organisms with heteromorphic sex chromosomes to keep the number of expressed genes from these chromosomes constant between males and females. Experimentally, dosage compensation has been studied in a variety of organisms such as Drosophila, C. elegans and mammals. In Drosophila, males harbour a single X chromosome in which twice as much transcription occurs relative to each transcriptionally active X chromosome in the female. For the nematode C. elegans, dosage compensation is accomplished by females downregulating both X chromosomes. In contrast to the mechanisms of hyper- and hypotranscription, eutherian mammals transcriptionally silence most genes on one of the female X chromosomes, thereby maintaining dosage equivalence between males and females, a process known as X chromosome inactivation (XCI). Much of what has been learned recently about the XCI process is due to the discovery and characterization of the XIST gene, found in humans, mice and most other eutherian mammals examined to date. This gene is necessary and sufficient in the developmental initiation and establishment of XCI.

XCI as a dosage compensation mechanism in mammals was proposed by Lyon. The basic tenets of the Lyon hypothesis are (1) X chromosome inactivation occurs, (2) that a single active X chromosome exists in all cells, (3) the choice of which chromosome is inactivated is random, (4) the inactivated X chromosome is somatically inherited, and (5) the process occurs early in embryogenesis.

The inactive X chromosome has a number of unique characteristics that distinguish it from the active X chromosome within the same cell. The inactive X chromosome at interphase is a morphologically distinct structure known as the Barr body, which is highly condensed and heterochromatic. The Barr body is generally found at the periphery of the cell nucleus, and can be followed through metaphase by a characteristic bend, suggesting that this heterochromatic state is retained throughout the cell cycle. Active genes replicate earlier than their inactive counterparts. Studies of the inactive X chromosome by 5-bromodeoxyuridine incorporation and fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) show that genes on the inactive X chromosome replicate later than their counterparts on the active X chromosome.

Chromatin structure differs between the active and inactive X chromosomes in several respects. Regulatory regions of genes on the active X chromosome are more sensitive to nuclease digestion than the corresponding genes on the inactive $X^\alpha$. A global difference in nuclease sensitivity between the two chromosomes has also been demonstrated cytologically. Histone biochemistry differs markedly between the active and inactive X chromosomes. Experiments using anti-acetylated histone H4 antibodies and FISH analysis showed that the histone H4 of the inactive X chromosome is hypoaecetylated relative to its active X counterpart, correlating with its lack of transcriptional activity. It has also been noted that a new histone subtype, mH2A1, is enriched within the inactive X chromosome of female mammals, suggesting a possible function of this protein in XCI.

Generally genes that are transcriptionally active are found to be hypomethylated and inactive genes are found to be hypermethylated in key regulatory regions. Genes on the active X are generally hypomethylated, but homologous genes on the inactive X chromosome are hypermethylated. Agents that inhibit DNA methylation may lead to reactivation of previously silent genes on the inactive X chromosome. DNA methylation is therefore thought to play a strong role in the maintenance of XCI.

Any proposed mechanistic explanation for XCI must account for several key features of the process. (1) The
number of X chromosomes per cell is counted relative to the number of autosomes present. (2) One X per diploid set of chromosomes remains active, any additional X chromosomes being inactivated. (3) XCI apparently initiates at one point on each X-chromosome undergoing inactivation. (4) XCI spreads in cis along the X-chromosome(s). (5) The inactive state of the X is stable and somatically inherited throughout subsequent mitotic divisions.

The X inactivation center (XIC)

Several lines of evidence suggest that there is a nucleation point from which an inactivation signal originates and spreads in cis along the X chromosome. This nucleation center has been called the X Inactivation Center or XIC. Two genetic loci identified in humans and mice, the X inactivation center (XIC/Xic) and the X controlling element (Xce), are often used interchangeably. We believe that they are part of a complex genetic locus which we refer to as XIC.

The first genetic evidence suggesting the existence of an XIC/Xic came from X-autosome translocations studied in human and mouse. Russell first observed that in such translocations only one of the derived chromosomes underwent inactivation. Studies suggested that a crucial region of the X chromosome was required for X inactivation. Later observations using Cattanach’s translocation (between mouse chromosomes seven and the X) showed that the inactivation seemed to skip certain regions, leading to the belief in more than one Xic. It was later determined that these regions undergo inactivation but are later reactivated, favouring the hypothesis of a single Xic. By analysing break points within somatic cell hybrids, the mouse Xic has localized to the distal band D13.2, and the human XIC to within one megabase of band Xq13.2 (ref. 7).

A second line of evidence for a single site for nucleation of XCI concerns a locus responsible for skewing or non-random inactivation of chromosomes in mice. This locus is called the X controlling element or Xce. To date, four Xce alleles have been described in mice: Xce, Xce, Xce, and Xce. The Xce maps to within the XIC, but is separable from Xist itself, lying to the 3' end of Xist. In Xce/Xce heterozygotes, the Xce-bearing X chromosome was more likely to become inactivated, and in Xce/Xce heterozygotes, the Xce was more likely to become inactivated. Xce/Xce heterozygotes show the greatest skewing of inactivation, although the Xce allele seems to be the strongest.

The strength of the Xce allele is inversely proportional to the degree of Xist expression from the inactive X, in that mice containing the Xce allele had lower levels of Xist expression than those with the Xce allele. The possible relationships between Xist, the Xic, and the Xce will be explored further below.

X-inactive-specific transcript (XIST)

The molecular nature of the XIC remained a mystery until 1991, when Brown announced the discovery of the XIST gene in humans. The XIST cDNA was originally identified from a screen for cDNAs of the human steroid sulphatase gene, and studies began when it was apparent that it mapped to Xq13, making it the only known gene to map to the human XIC. The mouse gene was discovered and mapped to the Xic soon after. RNA analysis in human somatic cells and somatic cell hybrids showed that XIST was expressed only in female cells or cell hybrids containing an inactive X, and not male cells or active X hybrids, giving XIST its name (X-inactive specific transcripts). Accepted nomenclature is XIST in humans, Xist in mice, and XIST/Xist when referring to both loci. For simplicity in this review, we use XIST instead of XIST/Xist.

Characterization of the human XIST gene by northern blot analysis identified it as a very large, heterogeneous, polyadenylated transcript, 17 kb in size. RT-PCR revealed that the XIST RNA was alternatively spliced. The mouse Xist gene is 15 kb long and shares most of the same features as the human XIST gene.

One of the most notable features of XIST is its lack of protein coding capacity. By using GRAIL ORF analysis, both human and mouse sequences showed a deficiency of good Kozak initiation sequences, and frequent initiation codons upstream from putative ORFs. Analysis of some potential mouse ORFs produced a potential protein of 25 to 57 amino acids, with amino acid similarities lower than nucleic acid similarities when compared to human.

The mouse and human genes are composed of six and eight exons, respectively, with the size of two of the human exons unusually large (11 kb and 4.5 kb). Overall sequence identity between the two cDNA sequences is approximately 76%. This sequence similarity is interrupted multiple times by blocks of sequence found within human XIST and not in mouse, suggesting a lack of evolutionary constraint between many regions of XIST. The strongest sequence similarities between the mouse and human XIST is between five repetitive sequences found within exons 1 and 6. Two out of five of these direct tandem repeats are highly conserved between human and mouse. The most conserved sequence is at the 5' end of exon 1, with nine repeats in human and eight in mouse. This repeat homology is the strongest evolutionarily conserved sequence between human and mouse XIST and may function as a protein binding site on the RNA or as a control sequence by differential methylation relating to the Xce.

Evidence to support an RNA-protein interaction comes from Brown. They found upon UV crosslinking, XIST bound to two nuclear proteins that immunoprecipitate with antibodies to hnRNPCI/C2. These proteins act
as possible RNA chaperones, and may help with splicing or localization of XIST transcript. Further work using chromatin immunoprecipitation, or affinity chromatography using XIST RNA, should allow the isolation and characterization of nuclear proteins involved specifically with the XIST–chromatin complex.

The replication timing of XIST also correlates with its exclusive expression from the inactive X chromosome. It was found by FISH analysis that the XIST allele on the inactive X chromosome replicates before its other allele on the active X, in contrast to the majority of late replicating genes on the inactive X9,11,36–38.

Localization of XIST RNA

Another remarkable feature of XIST is the subcellular localization of its RNA. Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were examined for the presence of XIST RNA. XIST was shown, using RT-PCR, to localize to the nuclear fraction. To further localize XIST transcript, FISH analysis was performed. It was found that XIST not only localizes to the nucleus, but that XIST co-localized to the Barr body, coating the inactive X chromosome. Analysis of male cells showed no XIST hybridization. In aneuploid cells such as 47,XXX and 49,XXXXX lines, two and four XIST RNA hybridization signals, respectively, were detected, corresponding to the number of inactive X chromosomes present32,33. Further FISH studies of XIST localization showed that there are two variants of XIST RNA, a minor type associated with transcriptional processing, and a major type that is a fully-spliced transcript associating with the inactive X.

Digestion of chromosomal DNA and chromatin showed that XIST RNA remained bound within the nucleus, presumably bound to insoluble protein components of the nuclear matrix39. These studies strongly suggest that XIST RNA may be a structural element of the nuclear architecture of the inactive X chromosome.

Two recent studies show a nice colocalization of XIST RNA and chromosomal regions undergoing X inactivation. In human cells carrying either an X;6 translocation, or an X;6 insertion, Keohane40 determined that the characteristics of XCI (XIST localization, H4 hypoacetylation, and late replication timing) were excluded from the autosomal component of these chromosomes. Duthie et al.41 also used FISH analysis to study Xist RNA propagation and localization. Using the unique morphological characteristics of metaphase X chromosomes in voles, they discovered that Xist did not bind along the entire X chromosome, but exhibited a specific banded pattern of localization. The zones from which Xist was excluded were constitutive heterochromatin. Xist banding was also seen in mouse and rat cell lines. It remains to be seen if the same localization pattern is present in human cells, and whether this pattern is consistent, since previous FISH analysis showed XIST in a more granular and punctate form, spread across the whole chromosome30,42,43. Duthie went on to examine Xist localization in mouse X:A rearrangements, and found similar results as Keohane, with little or no spreading of Xist into autosomal regions.

XIST expression in development

Since X chromosome inactivation is a developmental process, researchers began to study XIST expression and its regulation in a variety of tissues, such as the germ-line, embryonic stem (ES) cells, preimplantation embryos, and extraembryonic tissues. In female somatic cells, XIST is only expressed from the inactive X chromosome3–5. In the germ-line, however, XIST is expressed during both male and female gametogenesis44. In males X-nactivation only occurs in the testis during spermatogenesis, in which the single X chromosome is inactivated. The amount of XIST RNA in spermatogenesis seems lower than that in female somatic cells44. XIST RNA is also found in mouse newborn and adult testes as well as human testes with normal spermatogenesis45–47.

XIST transcripts have been detected in the urogenital ridges of mouse midgestation embryos, suggesting that X inactivation may transiently occur in somatic cells during gonadal development48. The pattern of XIST expression interestingly overlaps that of the testis determining gene, Sry.

The counting mechanism that seems to involve XIST also seems to function in males, as seen in studies of testicular cancers. Cancers derived from testicular germ cells have been found to gain X chromosomes, and these chromosomes are subject to XIST expression and inactivation49. XIST RNA has also been seen to localize in male meiosis in the same fashion as in female somatic cells50. In mouse oocytes, Xist expression is only detected 12.5 to 13.5 days postconum (dpc), but not 13.5 to 18.5 dpc, which is coincident with the time the oocyte enters meiosis, and the X chromosome is reactivated44. Female X chromosomes generally remain active throughout ovulation and fertilization until inactivation occurs during the preimplantation stage. Thus Xist expression seems to be transient in gametogenesis, but maintains similar characteristics between males and females. In mouse preimplantation embryos, no Xist expression is seen until the four to eight cell stage, just before the onset of X inactivation45. Unstable Xist transcript is then expressed from both X chromosomes at low levels until one is chosen for inactivation. The X being inactivated then alters Xist expression by stabilizing its transcript which then accumulates in cis. The active X continues to produce unstable transcript for 24–48 h, then begins to silence expression42,51,52. In humans, XIST RNA has been detected in preimplantation
embryos from the five to ten cell stage onwards, with XIST RNA produced from both female and male embryos, indicating that XIST is expressed from the maternal X chromosome in males\textsuperscript{53,54}. This questions the influence of imprinting in human XIST regulation.

**Regulation of the XIST gene**

Many of the studies relating to XIST expression and development have focused on the regulation of XIST by DNA methylation of its promoter, and its possible relation to genomic imprinting. In humans a minimal XIST promoter has been identified with at least two cis-acting regulatory elements\textsuperscript{55}. In vitro, these elements bind to common transcription factors such as SP1, YY1, and TBP. Studies with this promoter suggest that the regulatory elements strongly influence XIST promoter activity in transient transfection assays. These studies suggested that the XIST promoter in humans acts constitutively, and binds common transcription factors. This agrees with studies on the mouse Xist promoter. The mouse Xist minimal promoter also illustrated constitutive activity in reporter assays, and binding with common transcription factors such as SP1 (refs 56, 57). In vivo DNA-protein footprinting experiments examining both active and inactive Xist promoters found that the chromatin structure of the promoter was consistent with the activity of the allele. The results show an absence of footprints on the silent Xist allele on the active X, but on the inactive X, footprints were observed at the sequences for a CCAAT box, two SP1 sites and a TATA box\textsuperscript{58}. Since the active and inactive somatic Xist alleles are hypomethylated and hypermethylated respectively, researchers sought possible methylated-DNA binding proteins that might influence transcriptional activity. One group identified a single 100 kDa protein\textsuperscript{59}, and another group identified two other proteins named Met1 (75 kDa) and Met2 (<120 kDa)\textsuperscript{60}. These proteins preferentially bound to methylated Xist promoter sequences, and repressed promoter activity in reporter assays. These results illustrate the influence of methylation upon Xist promoter activity, suggesting how Xist might be regulated during gametogenesis by methylation induced imprinting, and the resulting silencing of one Xist allele in XCI.

Genomic imprinting is a phenomenon in which one allele of maternal or paternal origin is preferentially silenced\textsuperscript{61,62}. This often correlates with the differential methylation of promoters or other regulatory regions of the maternal or paternal genes in gametes. An example of imprinting is seen in the preference of the paternal X chromosome to undergo XCI in extra-embryonic tissues such as trophoderm, and to express XIST\textsuperscript{63}. The promoter and the 5' end of the first exon of Xist, in mouse gametes, were found to be differentially methylated; sperm are hypomethylated and eggs are hypermethylated\textsuperscript{64}. This pattern seemed to persist after the genome wide demethylation that occurs during the pre-implantation stage, suggesting that this imprint allows for the preferential paternal Xist expression as seen in the trophoderm\textsuperscript{65-67}. This pre-emptive imprint is seen in both XY and XX ES cells prior to the onset of Xist expression\textsuperscript{68}. It is possible that this methylation pre-emptively silences the Xist gene, and may mark that chromosome as the active one, and the unmethylated allele the inactive. Later studies using a Xist promoter-luciferase construct injected into one-celled mouse embryos further illustrate that DNA methylation regulates Xist expression\textsuperscript{69}. In vitro methylation of the construct before injection was seen to repress luciferase activity. Studies of six transgenic lines showed Xist-luciferase expression only in the testes, correlating with previously reported endogenous Xist activity in males. Paternal transmission of the construct in preimplantation embryos showed expression at the morula stage, regardless of transmission from the mother or father. In the testes, it was found that this construct would express even if methylated. These results show that gametic methylation patterns could influence Xist expression, but other factors are involved. These factors may include proteins found in the embryo, but not in the testes, binding to the methylated Xist promoter and directing transcriptional silencing. This parental imprint has been shown to be erased in some female ES cells, leading to random inactivation and Xist expression\textsuperscript{70}.

Although methylation is differential between gametes and remains so before the onset of random X inactivation, other studies in ES cells suggest that it may be mosaic in nature, and that the imprint can persist after proliferation in vitro. Clones derived from single female ES cells show the absence of the allelic-specific methylation pattern, suggesting that ES Xist alleles are mosaically methylated, rather than differentially methylated\textsuperscript{71}. Furthermore, recent studies using bisulphite genomic sequencing have shown that although there is differential methylation of gametes in certain areas in the 5' region of Xist, it is not maintained during preimplantation development\textsuperscript{72}. We cannot rule out the possibility that the actual region responsible for imprinting is outside the region studied. It is clear that methylation is involved in XIST expression, but the above conflicting data suggest that more detailed analysis is needed.

To study further links between methylation and allelic Xist expression, Jaenisch and coworkers studied Xist expression in ES cells and embryos in DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt) deficient mice\textsuperscript{73}. Dnmt deficiency resulted in Xist expression in male mutant mouse embryos and in differentiated ES cells. In undifferentiated ES cells, Xist activity seemed independent of methylation status, suggesting that methylation may only be essential in differentiating ES cells and in later de-
development. Further studies in differentiated Dmnt mutant ES cells and embryos showed Xist expression to be localized with the single active X in males, and with both X chromosomes in females. Genes on the inactive X chromosome, coated with Xist RNA, were silenced. In differentiating Dmnt mutant ES cells, active Xist transcription correlated with an increase in apoptosis, suggesting that improper Xist-mediated transcriptional silencing can lead to cell death and lethality in the Dmnt mice. The results also suggest that Xist can mediate X inactivation in the absence of appropriate methylation of X-linked genes, and that methylation of Xist is required for the repression of Xist on the active X chromosome, to maintain its transcriptionally active state.

Studies in somatic cells show that Xist expression can become reactivated or altered by a number of processes such as 5-azacytosine (5AC) induced demethylation. 5AC prevents methylation at cytosine bases, and in the process leads to the reactivation of previously hypermethylated, silenced genes. In two separate reports, Hansen et al. and Tinker and Brown reported the reactivation of XIST expression in somatic cell hybrids containing a single human active X chromosome, or in XY human fibroblasts. Stable expression of XIST was found after several rounds of demethylation in some somatic cell hybrid lines, but the resulting XIST expression was insufficient to silence expressed genes from the same chromosome. FISH studies showed that the XIST RNA localization was also abnormal, in that it was much more diffuse around its parent chromosomes. This suggests that factors other than transcription, perhaps species-specific, are necessary to localize the XIST RNA properly in these somatic cell hybrids. These data suggest that methylation does play a role in the regulation of XIST transcription in somatic cells, and that stabilization and proper localization of XIST transcript may be required for XIST-mediated gene repression.

Similar results were found in reactivation experiments involving fusions between murine embryonal carcinoma (EC) cells and female lymphocytes. These EC cells are divided into reactivation-competent and reactivation-incompetent classes. Cell fusions with reactivation-competent EC cells showed partial methylation at the 5' end of Xist, and in reactivation-incompetent EC cell fusions containing a single X chromosome, Xist showed full methylation. The results from the partial methylation of Xist and the ability to reactivate X chromosomes introduced by fusion into these cells suggest methylation-dependent regulation of Xist expression similar to that found in embryonic cells prior to random XCI. The same group later published results of another cell fusion in which a somatic cell hybrid containing a single human inactive X chromosome was fused into two EC cell lines. Analysis of twenty clones showed reactivation of the donor inactive X chromosome by replication timing and expression of previously inactive X linked genes. The resulting fusions had continued XIST expression with XIST methylation ranging from fully methylated to fully unmethylated. The demethylation of inactive-X-bearing somatic cell hybrids by 5AC was shown to reactivate silenced genes, but surprisingly, XIST expression continued, even though the XIST promoter remained unmethylated. Furthermore, XIST replication timing, early before 5AC treatment, replicated even earlier. These results illustrate that altering methylation can reactivate X-linked genes, but expression of XIST, and its silencing ability in somatic cell hybrids, is dependent upon other controlling factors in addition to the processes of methylation and demethylation. Such factors are most likely species and developmental-stage specific.

Improper or skewed expression of XIST by deletions and/or mutations has been analysed in humans in a clinical setting. A number of studies have examined the phenotypes associated with ring chromosomes and the changes in XIST expression. Ring chromosomes are believed to be formed by breakage in Xp and Xq followed by fusion of the proximal termini. Generally, in conceptuses that survive X chromosome abnormalities, the phenotype is relatively normal, with one normal active X chromosome and a second abnormal X chromosome that is inactivated. However, females that are mosaic with small ring chromosomes [45, X/X(X)] are much more severely affected. Analysis has shown that the ring X chromosomes are active, with the XIST locus either silent or absent. These results show that a lack of XIST alters X inactivation in these patients. In another study, Plenge et al. found XIST promoter mutations in two families exhibiting skewed X inactivation, with random 50:50 X inactivation replaced with 95:5 X inactivation. The preferentially inactivated X had a cytosine to guanine mutation in the XIST minimal promoter. In transfection assays, this promoter was two to five times less active than the normal allele. These data suggest that the XIST promoter is crucial in the choosing of one of the two X chromosomes for inactivation. The fact that a reduction in transcription level of the mutated XIST actually increases the likelihood of inactivation suggests that the amount of XIST RNA is not limiting.

An antisense Xist transcript, cleverly named Tsix, is transcribed on the opposite strand from a promoter downstream of Xist, in a region implicated in the counting and selection mechanism. As is the case of Xist, both alleles are transcribed initially. Transcription of Tsix from the future inactive X is silenced at the onset of XCI, while Tsix on the future active X transcribes only until the adjacent Xist gene is silenced. It is possible that Tsix transcription plays a key role in silencing Xist or in preventing the formation of a stable Xist RNA.
**XIST transgenes and knockout experiments**

The clearest evidence that \textit{XIST} plays a pivotal role in the initiation of XCI comes from experiments with \textit{XIST} transgenes and \textit{XIST} knockout experiments in cells and in animals. These experiments establish the \textit{XIST} locus as necessary and sufficient for initiation of XCI, although it is not entirely clear whether or not continued presence and transcription of the locus is required for the maintenance of the inactive state.

To date, there have been two major studies using \textit{Xist} knockouts. Penny \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{81} created a targeted deletion of \textit{Xist} in XX ES cell lines heterozygous for the \textit{Xce} by removing the 36 bp of minimal promoter and 7 kb of the first exon using homologous recombination. A single line bearing the deletion was isolated. Both chromosomes were active prior to ES differentiation, but upon differentiation this line was found to inactivate one of the two X chromosomes, showing the counting function of the \textit{XIC} was intact, and not within the deleted \textit{XIST} region. These ES cells and chimaeric embryos created with these cells undergo complete non-random inactivation with 65\% having the non-targeted \textit{Xist} allele inactivated, the remainder retaining two active X chromosomes. These results show that the intact \textit{Xist} gene is required in \textit{cis} for inactivation to occur, and that the counting and choice functions of the \textit{XIC} are not affected by the 7 kb deletion. A second deletion experiment by Marahrens \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{82}, replaced 15 kb of \textit{Xist} with the neomycin resistance gene, deleting exons 1 through 5, leaving the promoter and part of the 5' region of exon 1, in an XY ES line. FISH analysis showed that the integrated \textit{Xist-neo} deletion construct was expressed. Using these cells, male and female chimeras were made and the progeny examined. Males who inherited the deleted \textit{Xist} were normal and healthy. Spermatogenesis was not impaired and \textit{Xist}-deficient males could produce offspring, although all were male. This finding contrasts with previous work implicating \textit{Xist} involvement in male X inactivation.\textsuperscript{44,46,47} Further examination showed female embryonic lethality in embryos heterozygous for normal and deleted \textit{Xist} alleles. Chimeras were created and female mice were generated with the mutant \textit{Xist} allele on a maternal X chromosome. Female offspring inheriting the maternal chromosome were viable; with only the paternal X chromosome bearing the wild type \textit{Xist} inactivated in every cell. It was concluded that the original lethality in female offspring with paternal mutant \textit{Xist} exerted its effect in extraembryonic tissues. This lethality is believed to be due to the failed imprinted \textit{Xist}-mediated X inactivation of the paternal X chromosome. Lack of inactivation of the imprinted male X chromosome in the trophoblast would lead to genetically unbalanced cells, inappropriate gene expression, and defects in trophoblast function. This interpretation is substantiated by the fact that XO mice inheriting the mutant \textit{Xist} allele are viable, with only one chromosome active in the trophoblasterm\textsuperscript{83}. These results again point to the need for proper \textit{Xist} expression in XCI.

Numerous \textit{Xist} transgene experiments have also supported a role for \textit{Xist} in XCI. Lee \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{84} introduced a 450 kb \textit{XIST} YAC into male ES cells. Three ES lines were analysed, with the \textit{XIST} YAC integrating in multiple copies onto different autosomes. When these transgenic XY ES lines were induced to differentiate into embryoid bodies, ectopic \textit{Xist} expression on autosomes, as well as expression of the endogenous \textit{XIST}, was seen. \textit{Xist} transcript levels were proportional to transgene number. Since either the ectopic or the endogenous \textit{Xist} can be chosen for expression, the elements needed for counting and/or choosing must be present in the transgene. FISH analysis showed that \textit{Xist} transgene RNA associates with the autosome onto which the transgene is inserted, and can silence a \textit{lacZ} marker gene in \textit{cis}.

Lee and Jaenisch\textsuperscript{84} studied the 450 kb YAC inserted onto murine chromosome 12. They found that ectopic \textit{Xist} RNA completely coats chromosome 12, and that genes on the autosome were silenced over a 50 centi- morgan region. The chromosome replicated later in S phase than the normal chromosome 12, and exhibited H4 hypoacetylation. This report demonstrated that long range \textit{cis} inactivation can occur on autosomal DNA, and that the \textit{Xist} transgene could alter chromatin structure.

Herzing \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{85} created another XY ES transgenic line using an approximately 35-kb YAC containing \textit{Xist}. They discovered that this smaller YAC, lacking most of the flanking sequences used in previous studies, was sufficient to induce \textit{cis} inactivation on an autosome, and that the RNA coated that autosome. In some cells, endogenous \textit{Xist} expression was seen, suggesting that the YAC contains a counting element within, or in close proximity to \textit{Xist}\textsuperscript{85}.

Animals with \textit{Xist} transgenes have also been reported. Matsuura \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{86} used a 350 kb YAC integrated onto autosomes, and found that \textit{Xist} was not expressed in the two lines derived. However, a YAC construct with a 110 kb deletion, integrated into a heterochromatic region of the long arm of the Y chromosome, did express ectopic \textit{Xist}, with expression levels similar to that in female mice. The autosomal inserts were hypermethylated in the 5' region of \textit{Xist}, whereas the Y-chromosome-integrated \textit{Xist} transgene was hypomethylated, consistent with the expression status of \textit{Xist}. These results contrast with the results of Heard \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{87}, who created transgenic mice with a 460 kb YAC autosomally integrated, but with no \textit{Xist} expression in either males or females. It is possible that the discrepancies between these reports (between ES cells and various transgenic lines), could be due to factors such as copy number, YAC rearrangement, site of integration, or...
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the methods of introduction of YACs into ES cells and oocytes. Recently, Heard et al.68 have shown that YAC Xist transgenes function when present in multicopy arrays (two to seven copies) but not when present as single copy inserts. Multiple copies are required both for inactivation and for counting of X chromosomes. Since the inserts do not differ in primary sequence, it is possible that some sort of repeating pattern of the same sequence may be required for correct inactivation of the chromosome.

Mechanisms of XIST action

A picture of XIST function and mechanism of action is beginning to emerge. The initiation of XCI begins with the counting of the number of X chromosomes present, and then the choice of which X chromosome to inactivate. Experiments with transgenes have shown that elements within the region surrounding Xist (35 kb) have the ability to be counted as an XIC85, and that deletions of Xist from exon 1 to exon 5 exhibited inactivation of wild type X chromosomes in every cell82. In another deletion experiment in which a 65 kb region 3' to Xist exon 6 was deleted, undifferentiated ES cells had reduced Xist expression, and in differentiating ES cells X inactivation was never initiated from the normal XIST allele86. In XO ES cells, the 3' XIST deletion was able to initiate X inactivation, even in the absence of another X chromosome. These observations suggest that the counting mechanism resides 3' to the XIST gene itself. Further Xist RNA itself is not involved in the counting mechanism86. This is consistent with the finding that in a region 15 kb 3' to Xist, methylation levels differ between Xce alleles86. The counting region 3' to XIST may be important to the imprinting (paternal X inactivation in extraembryonic tissues) and to the skewing of random X inactivation seen with various Xce alleles.

Prior to gastrulation, biallelic transcription of Xist begins, but the transcripts are apparently unstable. Subsequently, the choice of which chromosome to inactivate is made, leading to inactivation of all but a single X chromosome. Inactivation occurs coincident with the accumulation of Xist RNA around the chromosome, and is attributed to an increased stability of Xist RNA from the X chromosome(s) to be inactivated82.51. XIST is also transcribed from the active X for a short period, following which the locus is silenced and methylated82.51. An antisense transcript, Tsix, may be involved in regulation of Xist transcription80.91.

The switch from unstable to stable Xist RNA is mediated by use of alternative promoters82. The unstable transcript apparently initiates at P0, about 6.5 kb upstream from the minimal promoter region. Stable transcripts, on the other hand, initiate either at P1 or P2. Imprinted Xist expression from the paternal X chromosome in the trophectoderm is from the P1/P2 promoters. It is thought that the isoforms of Xist RNA produced from the P1/P2 promoters contribute to differential stability of Xist RNA, possibly due to ribonuclease sites in the 5' end of the P0 transcript.

Although XIST is essential for the initiation and propagation of cis inactivation, it is probably not essential for the maintenance of XCI, and it is unclear why XIST transcripts persist in somatic cells. In deletions of XIST in somatic cell hybrids, in human leukemia, and in radiation induced X-autosome translocations in human cells, the silence of the X is maintained despite the absence of XIST and the XIC82-94. Further, the X-chromosome segment detached from the X in somatic translocations apparently retains a hypacetylated pattern characteristic of the inactive X, suggesting that continued Xist transcription or contact is not necessary for the maintenance of the inactive state once it has been established82-94.

XIST transcription alone cannot, in fact, maintain a stable inactive state in somatic cell hybrids treated with 5-azacytidine, even though stable XIST transcript is produced9,72,73. However, the interpretation of these experiments is complicated by the fact that human XIST may not be properly localized in murine cells, interrupting the normal function of XIST RNA.

Based on the data we have reviewed here, we propose the following model for the initiation and propagation of X inactivation. Our model is consistent with the way-station model of Riggs et al.95. Both XIST alleles produce transcripts during early development, but the transcripts are unstable. The initial choice of an X chromosome for inactivation is probably dependent on interactions at the 3' end of the XIST locus, which is also involved in counting. The locus may be imprinted in some tissues, ensuring paternal-preferential X inactivation. Allelic differences in the 3' region may render one X chromosome more likely than others to undergo inactivation. However, if the 3' regions on both X chromosomes are equivalent, random inactivation is expected. If a promoter mutation affects transcription of XIST, this might also result in skewed X inactivation.

The immediate result of the selection of a particular X for inactivation is the stabilization of the XIST transcript (or the production of a stable transcript from an alternative promoter) on that X chromosome. Once an X chromosome has accumulated the stable XIST RNA, XIST begins to interact with proteins that may be bound to sites along the X chromosome, creating conformational changes allowing for local heterochromatization. In regions that escape inactivation, these high affinity sites may be absent or inaccessible, or protected by boundary elements, eventually looping out into open chromatin domains96. The process results in the condensation of the inactive X into a Barr body within its own.
heterochromatic nuclear compartment. The sites interacting with XIST and protein could be X-specific sequences, or sequences enriched on the X chromosome, such as Lyon’s LINES or the LCR-like X-linked inactivator regions (XLIRs) we have proposed. A similar sequence may appear in some autosomal domains, accounting for the occasional spreading of the inactive state into autosomal regions in X-autosome translocations.

Progress in our understanding of XCI has been swift since the identification of XIST in 1991. Yet the molecular mechanisms of XIST function are still not fully understood. Some of the specific questions we need to answer are the following. (1) How is XIST transcription, and the use of alternative promoters, regulated? (2) How is an X chromosome chosen for inactivation, whether imprinted or random? (3) What keeps XIST RNA localized around the chromosome from which it was transcribed? (4) With what protein or DNA sequences does XIST RNA interact directly? (5) What are the specific sequences on the X chromosome (the way-stations or XLIRs) responsible for interacting with XIST and transmitting the X inactivation signal to the local chromatin?
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